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ongratulations! We are delighted that you
have now joined the over 52,000 Boise State
alumni. It is worth noting that as you are fin-
ishing your last semester at Boise State, I am
just finishing my first. In the short time that I have been
here I cannot have helped but notice your hard work, com-
mitment, enthusiasm and intellectual contributions. You
have helped create and enrich the learning environment
by raising challenging questions, sharing different per-
spectives and experiences, and learning from each other.
This is an exciting time for our university and I believe
an exciting time to be a Boise State graduate. Your degree
and what you have learned here will continue to increase
in va lue, We are confident that each and everyone of you
will go on to make incredible contributions that not only
reflect on your abilities, but also speak highly of the educa-
tion you received at Boise State.
Know that you will always be a part of the Boise State
family and we look forward to staying connected with you,
following your successes, and contributing to your contin-
ued desire to learn.
Again, congratulations and thank you.
New Congress expected to protect u.s. food supply
BY BILL LAMBAECHT
St. LOUIS Post-Dispatch
piled cyanide to poison the food
supply, prompting a national se-
curity alert during the America's
Cup sailing race.
These episodes may have been
lodged in the memory of outgo-
ing Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson
when he delivered an uncom-
monly blunt assessment recently
of the vulnerability of food, just
before the administration issued
new food-safety rules. Thompson
said he could not understand why
terrorists hadn't attacked the
American food supply "because
it's so easy to do."
Thompson later tried to soften
those remarks. But they were sim-
ilar to his testimony in Congress
three years earlier when he said
of potential attacks on food, "I am
more fearful about this than any-
thing else."
Such revealing statements by
the nation's top health official
underscore the challenge of pro-
, tecting something as vast as the
nation's food supply, an issue that
is expected to rise to the surface
in the new Congress.
On Friday, Sen. Dick Durbin, D-
Ill., introduced legislation calling
for a Food Safety Administration
that would combine monitoring,
inspection and labeling functions
spread across the federal govern-
ment.
Durbin said he expects an up-
hill fight on the legislation un-
less the public is awakened to the
dangers.
"I've watched the creation of
the Department of Homeland
Security and the new national
intelligence director and I've
learned a depressing but valuable
lesson: I think it could take a na-
tional tragedy for people to learn
how serious this is," he said.
Besides consolidation, the bill
aims to end confusion. For in-
stance, Durbin noted that the
Food and Drug Administration,
which has jurisdiction over fro-
zen cheese pizza, inspects cheese
pizza processors just once every
ten years on average.
ButtheAgricultureDepartment,
which regulates pepperoni pizza,
inspects meat pizza processors
daily.
WASHINGTON - In Michigan,
a disgruntled grocery worker was
accused last year of mixing insec-
ticide with 200 pounds of ground
beef, sickening several dozen peo-
ple and demonstrating the ease of
tainting food.
That incident pales by compar-
ison to cases of intentional con-
tamination abroad that took lives,
among them flour spiked with rat
poison in China in 2000 and arse-
nic-laced curry sold at a cornrnu-
- nity fair in Japan in 1998.
Perhaps the scariest pub-
lic threat never was carried out
- a terror group's warning in New
Zealand last year that it had stock-
Political science
professor. to study
'new urbanism'
Army Reserve hit hard
by resignation requests
in Iraq, where more than 40 per-
cent of the U.S. forces are drawn
from the ranks of Reserve and
SEATTLE - The Army Reserve National Guard.
is facing an extreme shortage of _ These Reserve and Guard
company officers, a situation ag- soldiers attend weekend drills
gravated by a surge in rcsigna- and two-week annual training.
tion requests. When called to active duty, they
The shortage - primarily of may leave behind families and
captains - has seriously reduced civilian jobs for prolonged over-
the capabilities of the Reserve, sea deployments, and some take
and continued losses will fur- a big hit in their family income
ther reduce the readiness of "an while facing the prospect of in-
already depleted military force;' jury or death.
according to an Army briefing To help maintain troop
document submitted last month strength, the Pentagon now rou-
to Congress. tinely invokes a "stop-loss" pro-
Army Reserve resignation re- gram that prevents thousands
quests have jumped from just of enlisted soldiers and officers
15 in 2001 to more than 370 dur- from leaving the military until
ing a I2-month period ending their unit is through their com-
in September. To preserve its bat tour.
leadership ranks, the Reserve Only after the unit returns to
increasingly has rejected resig- the United States can soldiers
nation requests: forcing some of- who have completed their volun-
fleers to stay on even after they teer contract then leave the ser-
have fulfilled their initial eight- vice. This policy has been sub-
year service requirement. ject to several lawsuits, includ-
The resignation requests are ing a challenge filed earlier this
another sign of a military under week by eight soldiers.
strain during the protracted war
'NDUGH SAID •••
2004 was
the greatest
season ever
BY MARIANA BEKKER
Spactal to The Arbiter
A quaint neighborhood with
large houses, wrapped around
porches and neatly trimmed
lawns sits five minutes from
downtown. Though this may
sound like a flashback to the fif-
ties, these real-life real estates
are beginning to pop up every-
where, even in Idaho.
Builders and planners claim
these well thought-out com-
munities improve the quality of
life of their residents, help re-
duce crime, and promote po-
litical participation among the
residents. They also say that this
type of neighborhood helps to
enhance social capital meaning-
that neighbors will more likely
be close friends rather than just
acquaintances .
BSU political science profes-
sor Patricia Fredericksen recent-
ly started a research project on
"new urbanism," the deliberate
creation of traditional neigh-
borhoods to promote a sense of
community among their resi-
dents. The neighborhoods are
mixed use, where residents can
live, work, and shop in one area.
"It's like going hack to a dif-
ferent world;' said Fredericksen.
"They bring back a nostalgia for
the old times." These neighbor-
hoods a re designed to encour-
age pedestrian traffic by having
schools, jobs, and stores within
walking distance of residenc-
es. They also contain an ample
amount of green space and trees
and nearby access to parks.
BY HAL BEANTDN
The Seattla "Times
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Fredericksen submitted an
$BOO,OOO grant proposal to the
National Science of Education
for funding of her project. She
says the probability of receiv-
ing the grant is good since the
responses from the foundation
have been positive.
This research caught the in-
terest of several BSU faculty
members including professor
Todd Shallat, "As a historian,
my interest is related to historic
preservation of old houses and
old neighborhoods. Part of new
urbanism calls for preserving
the look and feci of neighbor-
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BY DANIELLE UERHULP
News Writer
involved in, because they are help-
ing to determine the direction of the
university." Blake also acknowledges
the importance of student input, "We
need to know what students feel, be-
cause they are the ones paying the
fees."
In years past, the process began
with all proposals due to the execu-
tivebudget' committee by a date in
January. The open hearing would
then take place in March, with the
final review by the State Board of
Educalion occurring in April.
The past two years, however, the
clean-cut process has been muddled.
During the 2003-2004 academic
The introduction of new student
fees can often be an unpopular sub-
ject on college campuses. However,
each year, various student clubs and
organizations at BSU submit propos-
als detailing the need for additional
funds, to be generated through stu-
dent fees.
BSU Vice President for Student
Affairs .PegBlake sees the hear-
ing process as agreat opportunity
on campus, ~I think the student fee
hearing process Is one of the most
importallt thlngsa snident.can be
year, the State Board of Education
informed BSU that the organiza-
tion would be changing its final re-
view process from its previous April
date to a date in January. BSU made
changes to the dates of the campus
fee submission deadlines and the.
open hearing accordingly. The uni-
versity assumed that the schedule set
by the State Board would be similar
for this academic year, and subse-
quently began the 2004-2005 campus
process in September.
Submissions for-studen~.tfee,~p!9-
posals were initially due in October
2004. with" the open fee hearing
scheduled for a date in November.
Soon after all submissions were re-
ceived, however, BSU was informed
that the "State Board of Education
preferred to return to its original
schedule of reviews in April. _
All students interested in learning
about the student fee proposals for
the current school year are invited
to attend the open hearing that will
be held on Feb. 24 at 1p.m. in the
Student Union Building. Additional
details concerning the hearing will
be "printed in The Arbiter: during
springsemester,-a!oIl.g witha.Ii"t-nLc
all proposed stlidentfees:., .:. .
A brief marriage,
but what memories
Okay Robin Hood,
in the wagon
No, Sir
The cops came while the guy was
still on the ladder. - Give us your bestoffer -
ZanycollegekidsatExeterUniversity
in Scotland have put their school up
for sale on eBay. They are asking 10
million pounds.
Britney Spears apparently got so
blitzed on sake the other night in Las
Vegas that the girl needed help to walk
out of Nobu in the Hard Rock Hotel
& Casino, the New York Post says. A
Britney spokeswoman confirmed that
liquid refreshment was consumed.
But the clever woman added that
Britney "may have been tipsy because
she has recently lost a lot ofweight and
is tiny and in great shape."
British actor Ben Kingsley is divorc-
ing his wife of one year because his
spouse's friends will not call him "Sir."
The indispensable New YorkPost tells
us Kingsley, 60, famed for his role in
"Gandhi," was knighted in 2002. He
married Alexandra Christman, 30, in
2003. As it happens, Kingsley grew up
poor, while Christman comes from
aristocracy. The man actually told
Christman's pals, "Youshould call me
Sir Ben."
Famous poker faces
Who would you most like to see
across from you at the poker table?
Why, Pamela Anderson, of course.
In an online survey conducted by
EmpirePoker.com, 42 percent of the
Web site's respondents selected mod-
el-actress Anderson as the celebrity
they would most like to play against.
"Our players clearly think Pamela
Anderson isn't too bright or maybe
they just want to ogle her," said Ron
Burke, Emplrel'oker.com's marketing
manager.
Loopy former basketball player
Dennis Rodman was a distant sec-
ond with 24 percent, crazy-eyed ac-
tor James Woods got 13 percent, mu-
sician Dave Navarro was picked by 10
A 23-year-old heavily intoxicat-
ed groom got up on top of a table at
his wedding reception in Cheshire,
England, drunkenly toasting the
bridesmaids and shouting incoher-
ently at the guests.
His bride responded by hitting him
over the head with an ashtray. Then,
he went berserk, acting up and throw-
ing things, and finally attacking the
police who came to arrest him.
The wife, 39, who had been warned
not to marry the bloke, immediately
filed for divorce. The marriage lasted
about 90 minutes.
In order to facilitate a prison escape,
a man taped mobile phones to arrows
and shot them into the exercise yardat
the high-security Mariefred prison in
Stockholm, Sweden.
When he returned to his car, sus-
picious police were waiting. They
brought out dogs who traced his scent
back to the prison wall, and then
found the arrows.
Tiny guzzler
People who live in
glass houses ...You guys look hip,
want some blow? When his 16-year-old daughter stag-
gered home in a drunken state, a New
Jersey man called the police on her to
teach her a lesson about good behav-
ior.
When the cops showed up, she
pointed out that her father wasn't ex-
actly a paragon of virtue either, and
showed them where his stash of co-
caine was hidden. It was daddy they
arrested.
Adimwit ted drug dealer walked into
a bar in Lake City, Minn., and offered
to sell cocaine to a group of strangers
he encountered there. The men, who,
as it turns out, were all plain-clothed
police deputies, agreed.
After coming to terms, they arrested
him:
What could
possibly go wrong? Ok, here's theplan ... crash!
ABuddhist monk living in a temple
in Sydney, Australia got tired of being
celibate his whole life, so he went into
town and solicited sex from a street
prostitute.
Just his luck, the one woman he
picked to help him out was an under-
cover cop. Ashe was being taken away,
he said he was just joking.
Twomen, who wanted to burglarize
an auto parts store in Chicago, parked
their car on the railroad tracks behind
the building. While they were sitting
there, a train came. One died, one was
arrested.
He loves me more ...
no, me ... no, meThe show's over,
come on down
Three of the four wives of a 67-year-
old Iranian man became very jealous
of the fourth wife when she showed up
with a very expensive pair of boots.
They were so upset that the 27-year-
old wife was being favored by their
husband that all three tried to kill
themselves with drug overdoses. They
all survived
A woman taking a shower noticed,
out of the corner of her eye, that a
Peeping Tom had climhed a ladder to
her hath room window and was peer-
ing at her. Pretending not to notice
him, she used her cell phone to call
her son in the other room and had him
phone the police.
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5:3IJ..G:30pm ....The Rec
Weather Workout: Pilates 1&2
4-9 pm ....The Rec
Weather Watchers! Free Babysitting
7-9pm....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage
II am· 2pm....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage
12:15-1:15 pm ....The Rec
PilatesfYoga
SUN DEC 12
Chances of Save,. Siress Storms
11JE DEC 14
Brain Freeze Warning
11om-2 pm....SUB Jordan Ballroom
Monsoon Massage with
Free Lightning Lunch
12:15- lpm ....The Rec
Weather Workout: Pilates 1&2
9-10 pm....SUB Dining Area
Silent Gilt Raffle with a
downpour of Cram Snacks
1~.J1"'2pm ....SUB Table Rock
Night Owl Breakfast
MON DEC 13
Parriol Cranium Clodiness
11om-2 pm....SUB Jordan Ballroom
Monsoon Massage with
Free Lightning Lunch
4-9 pm....The RBC
Weather Watchers! Free Babysitting
4-9 pm....The Rec
Weather Watchers! Free Babysitting
7-9 pm....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage
9-10 pm....SUB Dining Area
Silent Gift Raffie with a
downpour of Cram Snacks
TB11DECI6
Stress';ree Sunshine
5:31J.6:30 pm ... .The Rec
In a TWister? Relax with Yoga
7-9 pm ....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage WED DEC 15
Brsin FrO"ZO Warning
"om-2 pm....SUB Jordan BaUroom
Monsoon Massage with
Free Lightning Lunch
9-10 pm....SUB Dining Area
Silent Gilt Raffie with a
downpour of Cram Snacks
1ft
""' Tue. Dec 14Games Center specials with BSU 10:! ·POOL AT "'.00 Pm BOUR
Uw
III
eft
Wed. Dec. 15Games Center specials with BSU 10
• BOWLING AT $L25 PER GAME AND mEt SHOE RENTAL
SUB Bo~: 6 arn-2arn ....Sun. Dec. 12th to Wed. Dec. 15th -
-"Ceo-'-Pldt!1'Lab BoUl'S ~7 arn-1D prn....Sun. Dec'. 12th to Thur. Dec. 16th
percent, and skateboarder Tony Hawk
and actor Matt Damon each drew 3
percent. Donald Trump was selected
by 2 percent, and 1 percent said actor
Ben Affleck.
People do not want to play against
Affleck because he is perceived to be
an ace at the game. Interestingly. when
asked which celebrity poker player
would be most likely to cheat at pok-
er, 37 percent of those surveyed chose
Affleck. No explanation was given.
Window wonder-
land
- NEWYORK- What do the bespec-
tacled squirrel and porcupine in the
Bergdorf Goodman windows have to
do with Christmas? (And where did
they find the squirrel-size glasses?)
Since when are Liza Minnelli and
Monica Lewinsky holiday icons?
Apparently they are, if the windows
at Barneys, blooming with caricatures
by Robert Risko, are any indication.
And then there's the head-scratcher
at Lord & Taylor. This year's displays
pay tribute to the U.S. Postal Service,
deliverer of cards and goodies. But the
first panel shows Ben Franklin han-
dling mail in Boston, when everyone
knows, or should know, he was the
country's first postmaster general in
Philadelphia.
Here are some festive Manhattan
holiday window displays.
Bergdorf Goodman's lush windows
range from Shakespeare to designer
Isaac Mizrahi (754 Fifth Ave., at 58th
Street).
Macy's features scenes from the
films "The Polar Express" on the
Broadway side and "Miracle on 34th
Street" on the 34th Street side (Herald
Square, 151W.34th Street).
Lord & Taylor shows scenes depict-
ing the development of the U.S. Postal
Service (424Fifth Ave.,at 39th Street).
Bloomingdale's celebrates the film
Andrew LloydWebber's "The Phantom
of the Opera" (slated for release in a
few weeks) with mannequins dressed
as the phantom and his love (IOOO
Third Ave.,59th Street and Lexington
Avenue).
Barneys features the work of ce-
lebrity caricaturist Robert Risko (660
\
Madison Ave.,at 61st Street).
Saks Fifth Avenue windows in-
clude moving characters that illus-
trate scenes from the children's book
"SantaKid" by James Patterson, which
tells the tale of Chrissie, a little girl
who saves the North Pole from greedy
corporate executives (611Fifth Ave.,at
49th Street).
Men sued after sell-
ing MBAto cat
Colby Nolan might well be smart
(for a cat), but a 3.5 grade-point aver-
age on MBAcoursework?
Pennsylvania's attorney general's
office thought not.
The state this week sued a Frisco,
Texas, man and his brother, accusing
them of using sparn e-mail to peddle
bogus degrees from a Dallas operation
called Trinity Southern University.
Colby, a black cat belonging to a
state official, got his MBAand atran-
script showing he notched a 3.5 grade-
point average, for $398.
"These diplomas have no value in
the job market except to harm genu-
inely accredited colleges and uni-
versities and their online academic
programs," said Jerry Pappert, the
Pennsylvania attorney general.
Colby had enough work experience
to qualify for an 'Executive MBA'from
Trinity Southern University. Officials
in Pennsylvania paid $398 for the an-
imal's academic degree. Craig Barton
Poe, 35, of Frisco is named in the civil
complaint, along with brother Alton
Scott Poe, 40, ofSt. Cloud, Fla.
Craig Poe, listed as president of the
"school," declined to comment. His
hrother, listed as the dean of admis-
sions, could not be reached.
The two are charged with vio-
lating Pennsylvania's Unsolicited
Telecommunication Advertisement
Act and Unfair Trade Practices and
Consumer Protection l.aw. Penalties
could range from $1.000 to $3,000 per
violation.
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Job outlook good for seniors
Roche decides to throw in the towel
BY DRINR KLIMRNIS
Knight Ridder/Tribune News seruica
The future looks bright for col-
lege grads entering the job market
- especially if they majored in ac-
counting.
Seven out of 10 employers
who responded to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers' "Jobs Outlook 2005"
survey expected to offer new
graduates salary increases. These
predictions of salary increases av-
eraging 3.7 percent over salaries
offered last year accompany pro-
jections of a 13.1percent increase
in college hiring in 2004-2005
over last year, which the NACE
previously reported.
Employers said they're espe-
cially eager to hire grads with
engineering, business and com-
puter-related degrees, as in previ-
ous years, and accounting majors
were the most desired of all.
Accounting programs have
seen an enrollment boost in re-
THE RRBITER STRFF
After five semesters in the
captain's chair, The Arbiter's
Production Manager Mike Roche
will step down. Throughout the
years, Roche brought TheArbiter's
design to its pinnacle, winning
several national awards including
twice in Best ofCollegiate Design,
2004.
Roche first came to The Arbiter
as a last resort. "I needed a sum-
mer job and it was either this - or
Wai-mart," said Roche. "So ev-
'fry time the deadline pressure
gets really bad I just think about
standing behind a register. I'm
really thankful this paper gave
me a shot."
Not sure if he would get the job,
Roche fibbed on his application,
an indiscretion he only recently
admitted.
Not long into his first semes-
EI0 ISe [from page I]
hoods built before the age of the
automobile," said Shallat.
According to Shallat, older
neighborhoods have several ame-
nities that encourage neighbors
to talk with one another such as
smaJl lawns and front porches
with the garages located in an al-
ley. The neighborhoods also have
streetcar lines and corner stores.
"The neighborhoods, in short,
arc designed for walking," said
Shallat. The North End, the East
End, and other older parts ofBoise
have these features. According to
Shallat, many Boise neighbor-
hoods are trying to capture some
of the nostalgia and look of small
town America in small ways.
Psychology professor Ted
McDonald is working with
Fredericksen on the project. His
main interest is in the psychologi-
cal standpoint of new urbanism.
"New urbanist design essentially
promises to increase qualityoflife
by increasing sense of commu-
nity and reducing fear of crime,"
McDonald said. According the
McDonald, building compact,
high-density housing on linear
streets (that is, on a grid system
and without cul-de-sacs) will en-
courage people to have more fre-
quent contact with one another.
"In neighborhoods with stron-
ger neighborhood ties, people
arc less fearful of crime. New
urban designs may help crime-
proof neighborhoods, at least to
cent years, according to the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants; the number
receiving bachelor's degrees in
accounting rose 6 percent and the
number of master's degrees rose
30 percent in 2003-2004, as com-
pared to the previous year.
However, this increased inter-
est in accounting comes only
after years of mostly declining.
enroJlment. As recently as 2000,
a widely regarded report by W.
Steve Albrecht of Brigham Young
University and Robert J. Sack of
the University of Virginia be-
moaned low interest in account-
ing.
The modest number of recent
accounting graduates mean those
who do major in it are in high de-
mand, said Charles DiGiovanni,
vice president of the American
Association of Finance and
Accounting.
"Talent out here is few and
far between," DiGiovanni said.
"Good, sharp accounting gradu-
ter, Roche's passion for newspa-
per design emerged. According
to Roche, the art department
doesn't teach newspaper design
- a handicap he diligently worked
through.
"There arc all these little rules
you have to follow and I had to
teach myself everything I know:'
said Roche. His efforts didn't go
unnoticed and the following se-
mester he was Iliomoted to assis-
tant production manager.
Following -his semester as an
assistant, Roche was promoted to
head of The Arbiter's production
team - a role he was well suited
for. "I was really motivated to
give Boise State a quality prod-
uct:' Roche said. "Now this paper
is featured next to other colleges
with triple the staff size and bud-
get. I'm really proud of that."
Although at times surly, Roche
proved himself as a hard work-
some degree:' McDonald said.
According to Mclronald, having
front doors and porches close to
the street should make residents
more watchful over the street so
that they arc more able to recog-
nize when something is poten-
tiaJly not right, like a stranger lin-
gering around.
Neighborhoods in Boise are be-
ginning to have "new urbanist"
characteristics but there is no true
new urbanism project yet said
Boise planner Kathleen Lacey.
She says there arc several neigh-
borhoods designed with aspects
of new urbanism like Hidden
Springs or Harris Ranch but they
arc missing the integration of of-
fices with housing and retail.
"They arc new urbanism in
intent but not in achievement,"
Lacey said. The original intent of
Hidden Springs was to provide a
mixture of housing from a variety
of economic groups. But accord-
ing to Lacey, the building of less
expensive housing never com-
menced which led to low den-
sity in the neighborhood causing
stores to leave and the school to
close down.
However, Lacey said a new
housing development under con-
struction in Southeast Boise will
attempt to be an example of a full-
fledged new urbanism neighbor-
hood. Set along the Boise River
and only three miles from down-
town, Bown Crossing encom-
passes everything about new ur-
banism said Lacey. Located off of
Parkcenter Boulevard and Boise
Avenue, Bown Crossing provides
ates have a substantial opportu-
nity out there. It's really, I think, a
simple economic equation of sup-
ply and demand."
Though an increased interest
in accounting increases the sup-
ply of accounting grads, there
are more job openings for these
students than in recent years.
The number of graduates with
bachelor's degrees hired in 2003
increased 5 percent, and master's
degree hires increased by 8 per-
cent, according to the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. It is the first rise in
hiring since 2000.
Furthermore, firms said in 2003
that they expected to increase
their hiring through 2008. Some
of these predictions have already
come true. For example, interna-
tional accounting and consulting
firm PricewaterhouseCoopers is
hiring 2,672 college graduates for
full-time employment this year,
an increase of 20 percent over last
year.
er and talented designer, said
current Editor-in-Chief Mary
Dawson. ,
"Working with Mike has been a
rewarding experience:' Dawson
said. "No matter how much pres-
sure- we put him under, he still
managed to come through in the
end."
Assistant News Editor Carolyn
Michaud likens Roche's job to
that of putting together a puzzle.
"No matter what pieces we throw
at him, he puts them together:'
said Michaud. "He's an artist in
his own right."
"I give full credit to the qual-
ity layout of the sports section to
Mike:' Sports Editor Trevor Horn
said. "Iwill miss the lovelyman so
darn much."
Roche will truly be missed by
The Arbiter staff and we wish him
the best of lUCKin his future en-
deavors. Cheers Mikey!
residents access to retail and
commercial services. Everything
is within walking distance and
housing is mixed, said Lacey.
"There will be enough density,
wonderful aesthetics, great loca-
tion, and pedestrian transit."
Yet, it is unknown if new ur-
banism even makes a difference.
"No one's checked to sec if it re-
ally works:' said Fredericksen.
"No one's ever studied this."
Fredericksen plans to investi-
gate the correlation between
"new urbanism" and its claimed
advantages and disadvantages.
She says even the federal govern-
ment spends millions of dollars to
build and promote these neigh-
borhoods and their effect is still
unknown.
According to Fredericksen,
those opposed to new urban-
ism claim these neighborhoods
become exclusionary displacing
lower income households. He also
said the neighborhoods attract
more jobs but are also more ex-
pensive. "Therefore people with
low incomes cannot afford to live
there, and are less likely to be able
to have transportation to the jobs
in these neighborhoods."
Fredericksen is not concerned
about finding a connection be-
tween new urbanism and its
many claims. "It's just as inter-
esting when there is no connec-
tion at all," Fredericksen said. If
the National Science of Education
does not approve her proposal.
Fredericksen said she knows sev-
eral other foundations that will.
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The Army Reserve policy ex-
tends well beyond the combat-
zone, stop-loss program. If an
officer's specialty is in short sup-
ply, the Reserve may opt to reject
a resignation even if the soldier
is not on active duty in Iraq or
scheduled for any such deploy-
ment. So far this year, the Army
has rejected more (han 40 per-
cent of the resignation requests
oflieutenants and captains.
But now the Reserve does not
have enough officers moving
through its chain of command.
Currently, the Reservehas staffed
only 70percent of the 18,719offi-
cer positions for lieutenants and
captains.
In a full-staffed Reserve,
these captains and other offi-
cers would train stateside with
the same units that they join in
Iraq ..This follows the Army phi-
losophy that units that train to-
gether perfurm best in the field.
But in the current short-staffed
Reserve, Iraq-bound units often
may be filled out by last-minute
reassignments from other states.
"This is an imbalance that can-
didly occurred because we had
folks who were ... asleep at the
switch:' Lt. Gen. James Helmly
told the House Armed Service
committee at a Nov. 17hearing.
Army officials said some of the
trouble can be traced back to the
'90s as, the Army downsized to
meet the reduced threat of the
Cold War era, and encouraged
many officers to resign with fi-
nancial incentives.
In the meantime, Army Reserve
is crafting a new policy to curb
resignations. Under the policy,
which has yet to be finalized,
company-grade officers who
have not yet been deployed to
Iraq or Afghanistan would gener-
allv not be allowed to resign un-
less they could demonstrate "ex-
treme personal reasons:' such as
hardships posed by the death or
disability of a spouse.
746 W. MainSt. - 388-1900
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Raisingminimumwagewould bemorall~ rlghllo do
BY PETER DREIER AND KELLV
[AHOAELE
What's more, the measures won
in every county in both states.
For example, in conservative
Escambia and Santa Rosa coun-
ties in the Florida Panhandle,
where military bases and retired
military veterans dominate the
political culture, more than two-
thirds of voters favored the wage
boost.
Surprisingly, Kerry, who sup-
ported raising the federal mini-
mum wage to $7 an hour, ignored
the issue during his campaign in
Florida, which could have helped
him gain more votes.
It is imperative that Democrats
start a nationwide debate that
frames economic justice as a
moral issue. Not only would this
be the right thing to do, it could
also be a winning electoral issue.
This could help Democrats beat
vulnerable Republicans in key
Senate and congressional races
in2006.
The minimum wage victories
in Florida and Nevada are a po-
litical neon sign blinking brightly
at Democrats. .
Although these two states fa-
vored President Bush on Nov. 2,
voters overwhelmingly approved
ballot measures to raise the mini-
mum wage by one dollar in both
states - to $6.15 an hour.
In Florida, even though Bush
beat Sen. John Kerry by 381,000
votes, voters favored the mini-
mum-wage increase by 3.1 mil-
lion votes - a 71 percent to 29 per-
. cent margin.
In Nevada, Bush narrowly beat
Kerry by 21,500 votes, but citizens
backed the wage boost by 293,328
votes - a 68 percent to 32 percent
margin.
Many middle-class voters sup-
ported the wage boost.
Many will
be without
.housing this
time of year
I
i.,
:;<',;~
.-,','...
I
8YCIlESTER HARTMAN tribute to serious health and safe-
ty problems, such asthma, lead
Congress is not doing anywhere poisoning and fires.
nearenoughtohelpthepoormeet Far too many' of the poorly
their housing needs. housed are concentrated in ml-
In the appropriations bill that nority ghettos, leading to what
just passed, Congress raised by 5 sociologists term "hyper-segrega-
percentthe amount it spends on tion."Miilionsoflow-incomefam-
the Section 8 housing program to ilies, mainly black, are isolated
subsidize rent payments. But this from the mainstream. Confined
amount covers only a tiny frac- to such ghettoes, they miss out on
tion of those who need support. the contacts, job opportunities,
Then Congress went in the op- schools and community facilities
posite direction and cut funds that enable social, economic and
for housing assis- geographic rna-
tance to the dis- Some 13million bllity,
abled, the elderly American households Part ofthe prob-
and the homeless. must spend half or lemisold-styledis-
Housing is by more of their Income crimination. Laws
far the -largest notwithstanding,
expenditure for for rent or there still is ram-
most lower- and mortgage payments, pant dlscrimi-
middle-income according to the most nation by land-
families. Some 13 recen!Census data. lords, Realtors,
million American lenders, insurers
households must ThiS leaues and other gate-
spend half or msurncrent money for keepers. Urban
more of their in- proper food, health Institute stud-
come for rent or care, transportation les, done for the
mortgage pay- to work, ctuldcers and U.S. Department
merits, according of Housing
to the most re- other baSIC needs. and Urban
cent Census data. Development, us-
This leaves Insufficient money for ing "paired testers," document
proper food, health care, trans- blatant differences in how blacks
portation to work, childcare and and whites seeking to buy or rent
other basic needs. housing are treated.
Sadly, housing costs are rising Discriminatory residential
.far faster than incomes. To pay patterns rob many minorities of
'rentforatwo-bedroomapartment the ability to accumulate wealth
in a typical metropolitan area re- through rising home values.
quires an hourly wage of $15.21, Racial wealth disparities are far
reports the National Low Income larger and more significant than
Housing Coalition. That is almost income disparities.
three times the federal minimum Fifty-five years ago, Congress
wage. With the national poverty established a National Housing
rate up for the third straight year, Goal of "a decent home and suit-
a decent place to live is almost able living environment for every
unattainable for tens of millions American family."
of Americans. We have fallen woefully short of
Added to these financial re- that goal.
alities is the steeply rising cost of Housing ought to be a right
heating fuel, which is eating up - like free public education,
even more of the family budget. Social Security and Medicare and
Due principally to housing Medicare.
costs, betw~.~n2,5 million and 3.5 Congress can":.. and must - do
million peQple:.ar:e.homeless, ac- m9Fe< •.:....~~ ....,. ,. " "
cordingtQ,mo,S!;csr.imates. Alld ...•. 1:~) ~'.l.\1:.h,,(,\;~~i. \/'
many more .are·PJez~omeless;, RBDUT T~E !JIRITER ",',.
temporaril,{ do'ublfng up"with rel- ': rh•• ter Hart~an .. dlr.ctor of,.. ••• rclifor
I f
! ...~ the Pou.rt~ IR.c. Aesetll'ch ActIOn CoUnt,I,n
at ves or nen""", Wash'"llton-
Poor housing concl1tiohs con-
By doing so, they might not
only increase turnout among
the urban poor but also reach
some of the church-goiag white
Protestants who live barely above
the poverty line but give their
votes to Republic~9S.' .
Let's put the preSident and his
congresslonal allies, Who' gave
the richest Americans.a huge tax
break, in the position of explain-
ing how a nurse's aide with two
kids can raise a family on $5.15
per hour or why a worker in a
poultry plant doesn't deserve a
wage boost. .
The conventional wisdom says
that Bush won a second term by
defending the moral values de-
rived from traditional religio",s
teachings. But .many major re-
ligious denominations, support
raising the mlnbnuni, wage.
The U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops says that Catholic social'
teaching regards work as a reflec-
tlon of our human dignity, and
that poverty wages are an affront
to individual self-respect.
Congress, which has given it-
self a cost-of-lIving pay raise for
the last five years in a row, has
allowed the federal minimum
wage to lose its purchasing pow-
er. Minimum-wage workers today
are worse off now than they have
been In decades. The last increase
In the federal minimum wage (to
$5.15) was In 1997. That figure is
the equivalent to a full-time sal-
aryof$10,700 a year. ,
At its peak In 1968, the mini-
mum wage was worth the equiva-
lent of more than $7 an hour to-
day. That was also the last year
that the minimum wage was
above the nation's poverty line.
If the federal minimum wage
were Increased to Just $7 an hour,
at least 7.4 million workers would
receive a wage boost.
.If the minimum wage were
mum-wage increase would go
back into the economy, increas-
ing consumer demand.
In January, when Bush is sworn
in for a second term, we should all
push our lawmakers to raise the
national minimum wage to the
official poverty level - $9.50 an
hour- which translates to $19,000
a year. Unions, civil rights groups,
religious organizations and oth-
ers who care about basic fairness
ought to lead this charge.
Raising the minimum wage is
the morally right thing to do.
pegged at $9.50, which is the fed-
eral poverty standard, millions
more would be lifted out of pov-
erty.
The largest group of beneficia-
ries would be children, whose
parents would have more money
for rent, food, clothing and other
basic necessities.
Business leaders claim that
raising the minimum wage will
destroy jobs and hurt small busi-
nesses. But the evidence - based
on studies of the effects of past
increases In the federal and state
minimum-wage levels - shows
otherwise.
In fact, many employers would
actually gain by absorbing the
increase through decreased ab-
senteeism, lower recruiting and
training costs, higher productiv-
ity and increased worker morale.
And because the working poor-
spend most of what they earn,
every penny of a potential mini-
RBDUT THE WRITERS
Pel.r Dral.r teach •• peuuce at DCCldente'
Colleg. In Loe Rngel••• nd 15co-suthcr of the
rec.nll~ pubhshad ·Th. Ne.t tos Rng.les: Th.
Struggle for e lruabla Clt~'IUmudrSlt~ of Callforme
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'I'm SoiNGTb AAVeibASKYoUTh Pee iNA CUPI"~
Does Santa deliver live animals?. '
Charities bring hope to the impoverished
BY,AUBREY SALAZAR
tolullnrst
big brown eyes. I shook his little hand and
he smiled at me, my heart always starts
to race when a baby smiles at me, I figure
they must be magic. The baby put his head
down and seemed to be looking Intently at
something. He picked up a small rubber
band off the cobblestone street and slid it
around his little finger where there were
about 20 more just like It. I looked around
and saw tiny rubber bands everywhere,
and it occurred to me, that this was his job.
Isaw his mother sitting just a few feet away
wrestling with some bags of wares, she also
smiled at me and then turned to chat with
her friend. I knew it was not right, but I had
a pang in my heart for that little baby.
Yes, everyone has a job in Mexico, even
babies, but I wanted to bring him home
with me that evening. Icould wrap him up
and settle him into my bag and sneak him
across the border, past the indifferent bor-
der guards, and onto the plane with me.
I would give him a pretentious American
name like Troy or Casey and read him Dr.
Suess every night before bed. We could
watch cartoons on Saturday mornings,
,. and feed the ducks together. When he got
older, I would drive him to soccer practice
and debate competitions. My thoughts
. about that baby, were truly selfish that
day. Then, like many pecple who have felt
similar pangs, I decided to help in a more
organized fashion. Ifound a charity.
There are many projects out there de-
signed to help feed hungry children
Irecently came back from a small town
on the Mexican side of the border over
ThanksgiVing vacation. It has been a few
years' since my last visit, and the only
thing that ever changes Is me. I get a little
older, and the activities I enjoy there have
morphed from the Girls Gone Wild, mar-
garita marathon, dlscoteca dance-off, te-
quila-shooting ... well you get the idea ... ad-
venture to "Oh my, look at those clay chim-
neys, arcn'tthose lovelyt" I did stock up on
the usual Inexpensive items while there,
liquor, prescription drugs (inhalers for my
friend), and Iwent to lunch in a touristy
villa near the open-air markets. As I was
walking along, it felt good to be among
the Mexican people, not one tried to sell
me Chlclets or yelled out "Cheaper than K-
Mart!", theywere simply given to the day's
chores and errands. The markets close at
5 p.m. everyday there, and at the borders,'
there is always a mass-exodus of white
people. Mexican border towns at night are
the stuffurban legends are made of.
ltwas closing In on five o'clock, when my
cous,in and !lis boyfriend stopped a~a li.ttle
market to bUy some handmade Mexican
pupp~ts·. As Iwas browsing, Ilooked down
at my feet. to, find II little baby, not older
than 'two!ciaWtint an.d googly-eyed on
the g'toUl:id.llK!1n ddwJ\ near him, and he
pe~ed waittiewltb the most beautiful,
• : < ,'.' ~:' .,,:, .. ~ ':< .~.- p
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and struggling families. This holiday
season, . my donation is going to Heifer
International. Heifer International was
formed in 1944, and delivers actual ani-
mals to families in need. These animals
provide income or simply food, I like this
effort because you can sec the tangible
item that you are gifting to people across
the world. At www.heifer.org, there is a
list of animals to choose from and a list
of countries where those animals arc
needed. The organization teaches fami-
lies techniques in sustain ability along
with feeding them, they infuse ecological
principles and strive to protect the earth.
~ith four projects currently underway in
Mexico, I like the idea of giving a whole
sheep to a Mexican family for Christmas.
Heifer International operates on almost
every continent bringing livestock to the
impoverished millions.
In some cases the animals arc slaugh-
tered for food, and though this may not be
a desirous charily for PETA folks or others,
canned food drives, quilt-knitting proj-
ects, and clothing donations are alterna-
tives through other organizations.
There is enough money and food in the
world right now to knock out poverty and
hunger forever. I know you have probably
heard this all before, but what will you do
to make that happen?
, Merry Christmas, happy Hanukkah,
happy Kwanzaa, happy Three Kings Day,
and happy Rhamadan.
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For the first time since 1997 the u
Broncos defeated San Jose State
and for the first time since 2000
the Broncos beat rival Idaho State.
Other first time wins include .
.SMU, Tulsa, Fresno and UTEP.:,
The Broncos doubled the num- ".
ber ofwins they had in 2001,2002,
and 2003 combined. They made"
their first appearance in the WAC,;
championship tournament since
the tournament went to an eight.,
seed format. They lost in the first --
round to Fresno State but had two"
players named to All-WACteams.
Flunder was named first team-
All-WACand Heather Malaschak
was named to the second All-
WAC team. Malaschak finished
her college career ranked in the
top 25 for blocking. Flunder's first
team selection was also the first
in school history.
____________________________ -..:.. ~T.:.:H.::E_.:.:.A.:.:.R..::.B:.:...IT.:.::.E:;,R~D:.:E:..:C:....:.1.:3_·:.2 ,:O,:O.,:LJ_El=
THE GREATEST EVER
BY RMBER FUGER RNO
TREUOR HORN
The ArbIter
Four conference champion-
ships, the greatest seasons ever in
football, men's basketball and vol-
leyball-pIus an individual track
and field national champion.
The year of 2004 was the greatest
ever in the history of Boise State
University athletics-and it's not
quite over yet.
The football team has been in
the spotlight all season. First-ever
undefeated regular season, a top-
10 nationally ranked team, unri-
valed coverage on ESPN nation-
ally televised games-however
there were other programs that
excelled this year.
MEN'S B-BALL
r~ltJjl~~~March was anexplosive monthfor men's athlet-
- ics on campus.
The basketball
team woke from their winter hi-
bernation to win 12 of their final
14 games of the season to earn
two postseason victories in the
same season in school history.
Led by senior first-team All-WAC
forward Aaron Haynes, the team
came together after then lead-
ing scorer Ierrnaine Blackburn
went down with a shoulder in-
jury late during a home game
versus Louisiana Tech. They won
their final seven home games,
including a National Invitational
Tournament game at the Idaho
Center over UW-Milwaukee 73c70
in front of 10,153fans that came
out to Nampa to watch the team
while Metallica was playing at
the former-known Pavilion that
evening. ·They eventually fell to
Marquette in the second round of
the NIT.
WRESTLING
fi\.''1'\II~i1i!i.i'fi"!J In the sameWJYE~~~mont~, the
....... ;;.;. wresthng team
i muscled up and
won their third
PAC 10 championship in five
years. It was the first under head
coach Greg Randall. Unseeded
133 pound Scott Jorgensen won
his first ever conference champi- .
onship. Senior Jesse Brockwon his
second title in three year. He won
this year at the l4I-weight class,
and won the .133-title in 2002.
Heavyweight Jacob McGinnis was
third and final conference cham-
pion for the Broncos. McGinnis
was also the lone first seed during
the tournament for Boise State.
GYMNASTICS
WiViJ- ,.. -.. Not only didthe Broncogymnasts win
l//"~il
'l ..lf}.......J'f!'
:;;- ~'"'-~
/
,',. 'f'tf. :-";.t1
.~
a second straight WAC title in
March, they hosted the champi-
onship tournament and cleaned
.up, taking first in every event.
Carla Chambers defended her all-
around title with a stellar and per-
sonal best score of 39.575. For the
second year in a row Chambers
was named the WGCGymnast of
the Year.
After the spectacular perfor-
mance at the WACchampionship
tournament, the Broncos traveled
to Oregon in their 18110straight ap-
pearance at the NCAARegional
Championships. The Broncos en-
tered the competition as the fifth
seed and finished fourth with
a 195.275. Lindsay Ward quali-
fied for the nationals with an all-
around score of 39.35.Ward trav-
eled to Southern California in late
April to represent Boise State in-
dividually in the NCAANational
Championships to finish 44110with
an all-around score of 38.7.
TRACK s FIELD
~.n'I\II.'i11f,."~.«.f;;"!J.w..'JJ!~~W:.:)-.
/
Just one day
before the start of
March, the men's
track and field team captured the
2004 WACIndoor Track and Field
Championship at Jackson's Track
at the Idaho Center. They ran all
over the rest of the competition as
the Ray Ardill, Forest Braden and
Kenny Johnson all earned first-
place finishes. Braden won the 1-
mile run, Johnson took first in the
triple jump and Ardill captured
titles in the 200 and 400-meter
runs. Braden went on to earn
an All-American nomination in
the 3000-meter run, and senior
Abbey Elsberry also earned an
All-American selection on the
women's team in the 20-pound
weight throw.
During the outdoor track and
field season, Gabe Wallin anni-
hilated the Boise State school-re-
cord in the discus throw to cap-
ture the 2004 National Javelin
Championship with a throw of
264 feet, nine inches. Three other
Broncos also earned All-American
honors also during the season. On
the men's side, Keron Francis and
Kenny Johnson earned them re-
spectfully in the javelin and tri-
ple jump, and freshman Miruna
Mataoanu earned the selection
in the women's high jump. The
. ... _, ..~-.., --,·..;~L:tL,:{r:~-,,'-,
;~,<;.:,~~~'~~;;)~~;
men's team also posted their best
finish in 17 years at the NCAA
Championships with 18 points
and a 15110 place finish. Braden
also earned All-American honors
in cross country last month.
WOMEN'S B-BALL
~\J\Wi.(ti!(~J There is an
.\Y~I]~,~~~.:Jglimmer of great
-.. .;.;.;.. hope in the eyes
I of everyone in-
volved with the women's basket-
ball team. Following a 9-20 cam-
paign in 2003-04, Coach Wilrden
and staff brought in the best re-
cruiting class in school history.
Going along with the starting five
from last year, the Broncos are al-
ready a third of the way to their
win total from last season, after
only five games.
On the tennis
side of things,
the men had a
stellar season.
They set out to defend their con-
ference title but lost to Hawaii
in the quarterfinals. Guillaume
Bouvier suffered a knee injury
but recovered in time to play in
the WAC championship tour-
nament. Bouvier and Thomas
Schoeck were both named to the
All-WACteams. Bouvier qualified
to compete in the NCAA single
championship tournament. He
made to round 16 where he fell
to the fifth ranked Phillip King of
Duke. Bouvier, ranked 55110, and
is the first Broncos singles All-
American.
VOLLEYBRLL
..- - -li:!J The fall fe-'M..w.; male phenom-
C;'"'' .... , "... ena award goes
/ to the Bronco
volleyball team.
They played their best season
since 1998 finishing 17-12. The
Broncos started the season with
five straight wins. Cameron
Flunder was the first Bronco to
be named WACplayer of the week
since the program joined WAC.
"
GOLF
~~-""'~I '.
The golf teams
also produced:
some excitement:
this' year. The:
women's team-
recorded a school-record with a
54-hole 904 score at the KentYouel
Invitational in October. Graham:'
DeLaet was named to the men's:
first-team All-WACsquad. He is"
the first Bronco ever to earn the
accolade. In his two previous sea-
sons, DeLaet also was named 10
the second-team All-WACin 2003,
and was the WACfreshman ofthe
year in 2002.
SOCCER
The soccer .:
team also post- -:
ed their second"
winning season."
in seven years"
as co-captains BreeAnn Milligan ..
and Cassidy Temple were named
to the second-team .All-WAC-,
squad. Going them was sopho- ..
more goalie Kim Parker. .,
FOOTBALL
n\(wifij"li;-~ Last but cer-'~
~~'.j !ainly not least~:
'"" .. ,,,,, ..... ~ IS the football .
..., ". team. First win"
I 'over a PAC 10'"
school. Four major streaks still ,.,
alive, most notably the 22-gamc';
overall win streak and a WACre- ...
cord25-gamewin streak. Sixfirst- .,
team All-WACmembers, and two"
All-Americans to go along with"
six players being named to the->
WAC player of the week award .:'
throughout the season capped off :;
the best regular season in school ';
history, and capped off the best"
year in sports in school history.
And it can all be topped offwith ."
a holiday giftto Bronco fans with a ':
win over Louisville in the Liberty"
Bowl on Dec. 31. ..
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SIDELINE
Men's Hoops
Dec. 15Eastern Washington 7:30
p.m.
Dec. 18Oregon State 7:30
p.m.
Dec. 21Elon 7:30p.m.
!
Dec. 28 Idaho State 8:15
p.m.
Jan. 1 'UTEP 2:00 p.m.
Jan. 6 'Tulsa 7:30p.m.
Jan. 8 'Rice 2:00 p.m.
, denotes WACgame
- -
Women's Hoops
Dec. 28Wyoming 6:00 p.m.
JONES RNO ZRBRRN'SKY RLL-
RMERICRNS
Boise State University
place kicker Tyler Jones and
quarterback Jared Zabransky
have both received All-American
honors for their outstanding
performances during the
Broncos' undefeated and
championship season of 2004.
Jones was named to the Walter
Camp Football Foundation
All-American second team and
ieceived honorable mention AlI-
American honors from Sports
Illustrated.com. Zabransky also
received honorable mention
honors from SI.com.
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Lady Broncos trample Falcons 41-35 -_
r.
half ahead 20-14 and controlled
the lead.the entire game.
A 'steal by polntguardTasha
The Broncos split thei~ week- Harris for a layup gave - the
end series. Broncos a' quick 'nlne-point.Iead;
Defense and' amazing .execu- 'Air force's lack! Novak laid d shot
tion were the words Boise'Slate's 'in from. under.the hoop to close
head coach Ien Warden used to the. lead to seven. Another.steal
sum up Friday night's game." •. by Boise State'sIackie Lee put the
"They played 40 nlinu$es··ofde- . Broncos up 15-6. '. .
fense with no lapses," :Warderi" From thIs polnr on, the first half
said. "... and we handle the ball . hecameaclosebattle.Tuefulcons
very well." started passing the ball and rnak-
In a packed Bronco Gym, Boise . lng shots. Jennifer Roesch dished
State flew past the Air Force into Dawn Higginbotham as she
Academy Palcons- 47-35. This" drove down the center of the key
marks Boise State's third straight for a layup to close the.gap to sev-
win for an overall Season record en.
of 3-2. Both teams were playing The next seven minutes went by
solid defense. The Falcons forced scoreless. The drought was ended
the Broncos to shoot a season asAir Force's Briana Thomas went
low 26.9 percent from the field. two for two from the free-throw
Despite the low shooting percent- line. The Falcons were down by
age, the Broncos ended the first five with a little over two minutes
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports IIJrlter
. ;
left on the clock. The Falcons got
within one point and then be-
gan to slip up. Roesch tipped the
ball Into Boise State's Cariann
Ramirez's hands. Ramirez passed
the ball off to Heather Little for
the basket.
The Broncos were quick to get
the ball back and a jump shot by
Ramirez put the Broncos up by
fivewith under a minute left in the
first. Little fouled.Letricia Castillo
but Castillo missed both shots.
Ramirez put the Broncos up 20-14
with a foul shot. Boise States Jodi
Nakashima made one final three
point attempt that bounced off
the rim as the clock ran out end-
ing the first half with Boise State
ahead by six.
Air Force's Pamela Findlay was
first on the board with a jump
shot from the top of the key. Boise
State's Jamie Hawkins answered
back with a nice bank shot from
the post for a 22-16 Bronco lead.
The intense defense continued
and both teams passed around
the perimeter trying to break
away for an open three.
Iodi Nakashima opened up for a
shot but missed. Little was there
to rebound the shot. She scored
and put the Broncos up 24-18.
Chrisie Paiz led the Broncos in
assists with three: Ori one of the
three, Paiz dished it out to Benita
Buggs who nailed the three and
put the Broncos up 27-18.
The Falcons took possession
but lost the ball. Buggs rebound-
ed and banked it in for a 29-18
Bronco lead. Michelle Hessing
made a nice hook shot from the
post to put the Broncos up 31-18.
Taylor was able to break away
and score a three point shot for
the Falcons to make it a 10 point
game. The .Broncos were quick
to react and continued playing
stellar defense. Numerous times
the Falcons were forced to make
unclear shots on account of the
shot clock running down.
Almost every Bronco put points
on the board. Hawkins came up
big with eight rebounds for the
Broncos. Ramirez boxed out and
snagged six rebounds. Their pass-
ing game kept the Falcons scram-
bling to cover the ball. Hessing
led the Broncos with nine points.
CassidyBlaine came up with two
big three point shots, one on a
lob. pass from Paiz that put the
Broncos up 37-24. Paiz made an-
other assist to Buggs for three as
the shot clock ran down. Buggs
shot and scored as the buzzing
shot clock masked the swoosh of
. the net.
Sunday afternoon the Broncos
lost a nail biter to the Gonzaga
Bulldogs 61-59 in front of 1,021
fans in the Bronco Gym.
Anne Bailey layed it in with
seconds remaining to give the
Bulldogs the victory.
Despite shooting only 20 per-
cent from the field in the first half,
the Broncos trailed by on Iy four,
25-21 going into intermission.
Jodi Nakashimascored all ofher
11points in the second half. Jamie
Hawkins grabbed 11rebounds for
the Broncos, but the interior scor-
ing threat by the Bulldogs was just
too much for Boise State.
Ashley Burke led the Bulldogs
with 20 and Bailey added 10 for
the ga!lle, including her game-
winning shot.
Freshman Tasha Harris led
the Broncos with 15, and Cassidy
Blaine added 12.The Broncos play
at Utah Valley State on Dec. 18.
Check out the monthly
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Groups o( three or
pierclnu specials; this more will get diKount,
month Is tongue 530,00 onpien:ings (notincluding sale ltems~
All New Moon' piercings Include We have designs for the new
the Jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
instructions. We stand by our plerdnqs, from pictures you bring In.
and offer free follow up service.
NewMoon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375·1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"
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Cougars
claw out
a victory
over the
Broncos
BY THE RRBITER STRFF
Numbers meant nothing
Wednesday night in Provo. The
Broncos (4-3) lost to BYU 90-77
in front of 8,619 loud fans at the
Marriott Center.
The Cougars (2-5) came into
the game with only the lone vic-
tory, but tough losses to North
Carolina, USC, California and
Stanford-their schedule was one
of the toughest in the nation.
Two things were certain for
Broncos during the final two
games on their three-game road
trip. They have the ability to battle
back, and Jason Ellis has turned
into a major scoring threat for the
Broncos.
But, it was the Cougars who
looked like the team with a win-
ning record.
BYUwent on a 13-0 run in just
over three minutes during the
first half, only to see a 16 point
lead dwindle to eight at halftime.
Three-pointers were drained
from all over the place for both
teams. There were 21 made by
both teams combined.
Coming out of the half, the
Broncos rallied back to tie the
Career Center
Services
0 Career Planning
" Major Exploration
" Job-Search Advising
0 Internship Information ,
0 Interview Training
0 Job Listings
'--'
0 Resume & Cover-Letter
Assistance
t; •TultlonAsslstance
I,Far more Inf~ Contact:Captain M.R.Vanderbeek .Officer Selecti~n OffiC"er.United States Ma~in'eCoips~ '._ . ; :toll free tel; (866) 607-SS67·· " ';vanderbeekmr@l 2mcd.usmc.~il .'
Website
career.boisestate.ed
Call:
(208) 4216'47
•
• Starting Salaries from
c-:;,c nnn +.... CAn'nnn
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Marines
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game at 44with a 13-4run to start
the second half which was lead by
a trio of threes by Franco Harris,
who finishecl12 points. Coby Karl
also finished with 12points.
Jason Ellis scored the first four
points for the Broncos, but got
into early foul trouble, but did
manage to stay iu the game most
of the second half to lead Boise
State with 20 points and ten re-
bounds.
However, there was no stop-
ping the long range shooting of
the Cougars. Mike Rose led the
assault, as the sophomore led the
Cougars with 19 points off of G-
9 shooting from behind the arc.
Jared Jensen was also a force for
nu: rmrro BY STANlJ:Y nnrwsrm
the Cougars inside and on the
foul line. The senior led the team
with seven points on the line, and
finished with 13on the night.
The biggest number of the
night was points off the bench for
the Cougars. Rose led the charge
as they scored 47 from their re-
serves.
Itwas a huge second half for the
Cougars that capped off the horrid
shooting for the Broncos. Leading
scorer lermaine Blackburn scored
just nine points for the Broncos.
A switch in the starting line-
up for the Broncos saw McNeal
Thompson come off the bench
and nail four three-pointers and
scored 19.
Jason ElliS [aboua] lad the Broncos
With 20 POints end 10 rebounds.
Howeuer. It was net enough es BOise
State fell to BYU. The Broncos Will
now come home for e sauan game
homastand beginOing on lIJadnasdav.
Next up for the Broncos is
a home game against Eastern
Washington on Dec. 15 at the
Taco BellArena. That will begin a
seven-game home stand that will 'I
last until Jan. 8. . : :
The Broncos will now come
home for seven straight start-
ing Wednesday versus Eastern
Washington at 7:30 p.m. The
home stand will continue until a •
WACgame versus Rice on Jan. 8.
Bronco wrestlers post PAC-IOvictory
Courtesv Broncosports.com
The Boise State University
wrestling team evened its' overall
dual record for the 2004-05 sea-
son at 3-3 on Saturday night with
a 22-15 victory over UCDavis. It
was also the Broncos' first Pac-lO
Conference dual of the season.
Boise State appeared on its
way to an easy victory winning
three of the first four matches
and opening up a 12-3 lead over
the visiting Aggies. Freshman
Andrew Hochstrasser started the
Broncos off with a technical fall
win over Pancho Manriquez at
125pounds, 17-2.
Scott Jorgensen followed
Hochstrasser's win with a 9-4 de-
cision over Derek Moore at 133
pounds, before Ben Cherrington
recorded a major decision over
Daniel Murphree, 17-6, at 149
pounds to give Boise State a nine
point lead.
The two teams traded decisions
. in the next two weight classes,
before Boise State's K.C. Walsh
and Eric Smith ended the dual
.with wins at the 197-pound and
.heavyweight classes, respectively.
Walsh posted an 18-7major deci-
sion over Michael Clarkston, 18~7,
and Smith handed Evan Hendrix
a 7-2defeat.
On Sunday afternoon, the
BroncosfellshortagaintNebraska,
25-16. Andrew Hochstrasser, Ben
Cherrington, Lex Case and Eric
Smith all posted victories for the
Broncos on the afternoon.
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Donate Plasma at Biomat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month I
IMon.-Sot: 9:00 - 5:30
• 4017,Overland RdBoise, 10 83705'
"
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Biornat USA, Inc.
caring for people's health •
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Dawn of ski
days in Donnelly
Tamarack adds to winter
~ recreation market
BY CHRIS ALTERS
Cultura Wrltar
Donnelly, Idaho has been a site
of speculation over the years. In
the early eighties, the word was
ValBois, a ski resort, somewhere
in the mountains between Boise
and McCall. Federal regulations
chopped that idea down in 1995
but within three years, new in-
vestors sprouted. They came,
they saw and they lobbied. By
April 2003, the team of investors,
developers and real estate deal-
ers became known as WestRock.
They cut a new deal with the
State Government.
WestRock signed a 49-year
lease with The Idaho State Land
Board of Commissioners at 2.5
million dollars plus the state
gets four percent of the prof-
its. Within months of the lease
agreement, Construction on
Tamarack Resort's infrastruc-
ture began.
By October of 2004 helicop-
ters were setting the 36 chairlift
towers atop cement footings.
As Tamarack CEO, Jean-Pierre
Boespflug said, "The sight of
these massive lift towers moving
into place will convince people
once and for all that Tamarack
will open this summer for alpine
operations."
Tamarack has grown into
quite the money-tree. On top of
the lease, the State Government
is projecting an additional $103
million in tax revenue over the
next 15 years. Plans include
2,043 new dwelling units within
five square miles. Tamarack is
The base of Tamareck where
they hed mora then a foot
or snow yesterday. Tha mid
mcuntsm has ~~. and tha
tha summit has ~B·.
,,
the first ski, golf and lake resort
permitted in the United States
in 22 years. With all this growth,
Donnelly is fixing to become a
full-blown resort town.'
This Wednesday, Dec. IS,
snowboarders and skiers will
find out what Tamarack has to
offer. At 9 a.m., Tamarack opens
its 700 acres of "skiable" terrain,
with five access lifts, including 2
high-speed quads. Not bad, but
according to Tamarack's master
pia!!, the resort will expand that
area by more than 57 percent
and have lllifts by 2019. They're
also pushing a freestyle jib fix,
anyone want to hit the pipe?
Tamarack is promoting their
500-foot long halfpipe, set to
debut in time for the Christmas
holiday break. This "Superpipe,"
promises to highlight a ter-
rain pink with 10 jumps and
15 rail slides. When the snow
melts, summer enthusiasts can
slice into an 18-hole, par-72 golf
course.
Tamarack is only 90 miles
north of Boise up Highway 55.
Students get a $20 discount off
the $55 adult daily lift ticket
price. Be sure to bring Bose State
ID. Ifyou're in it for aseason pass,
adults pay $350 and students
can get hooked up at $245. Kids,
7-17will pay a $28 daily ticket tag
with a pass price of $225. The
pass prices are good until Dec.
15, at which time they go up. For
more information, visit www.
tamarackidaho.com.
. 'j
strung Out kept the. crowd moshlng end screaming during tha Thursday Dec. 9 show et the Venue.
BY DRN MCNEESE
Culture Writer
The southern California band
Strung Out headlined Thursday
night at The Venue with their
Fat Wreck Cords comrades Only
Crime. With opening acts Haste
the Day and Wilhl Scream, the
evening was dominated by an all
age's agenda.'
The Venue is the new place to go
for a good punk rock, local or not.
A once run down warehouse, The
Venue is an up and running piece
of underground Boise.
On this random Thursday night
in question, the vibe ofThe Venue
was that of youthful idealism as
the' evening's acts thrashed the
concert hall apart.
Wilhelm Scream, a highly ener-
getic band from Connecticut, set
the tone. With high flight guitar
riffs and rapid crash cymbals, the
band proved worthy of original
rhythm. Though they stopped the
set to pay tribute to those slain
in Ohio the night before, the en-
ergy they produced was enough
to get any aggression out. A trib-
ute song to the Abbott brothers
and a heightened awareness was
present.
Only Crime, the brain-child of
members ofGwar, GoodRiddance
All, Descendents and Black Flag:
played with the utmost quality
these veterans of punk rock could
belch. Even through a three-song
black out, Only Crime thrashed
through and even joked they
1::.:"7'''.Ji
1.
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meant to have the lights turned
out for the show. "I really don't
care [if the lights are out] we
meant to do that," said guitarist
Zach Blair
Front man Russ Rankins said
the side project was created from
"heavy Good Riddance down
time. I just wanted to start a punk
band while our bass player is at
college, and with. people 'who
don't do drugs,';' . :.
Haste the Day served a hot dose
of cut-throatmusic to theircult-
ish fans. Breaking into a Kung-Fu
berzerker' dance their' followers
up-tempo-ed to the headliners.
Strung Out played to.the luxury
of a solid sober crowd. Don't let the
name fool you, they neither en-
dorse nor oppose the use or abuse
of any mind -altering chemical but
energy from the crowd was true
and pure. Where most acts play to
the intoxicated masses Strung Out
played to coherent and ragging
youths and adults alike. None of
the bands Thursday night sported
the "straight edge" label but all
supported the positive vibe that's
regular at The Venue.
Touring in suppert of their 8th
album "Exile in Oblivion," Strung
Out showcased their newer songs
but still played some of their orig-
inal work for posterity.
Strung Out is what the Offspring
wish they could be: an under-
ground sounding California
based quartet in it for the music
not the money. Front man Jason
Cruz even joked about their own
Students promote local band
bands' merchandise in the back of
the room. "You should buy some
of our stuff, it's like Hot Topic back
there ... it's fucking sickening."
Over 2 hundred heads were in
attendance.
-Dnn McNeese writes for The Arbiter III
addition to u/orking at The I!ellue,
For i~lfoon upcoming shows uisi; boise»-
(1IWC.com .
• " .,1 • ~...
in life is Donald Duck because
he doesn't let his speech impedi-
ment keep him from succeeding,
previously spoke to a member of
Vincent Vegas about promoting
the band. With their initial proj-
ect no longer an option, the busi-
ness group jumped on the oppor-
tunitywith the band.
They want to take the band that
began playing in January of this
year in Weiser. and make them
a common name amongst col-
lege students and people beyond
Boise. The group sees potential in
unleashing" students to use their
abilities to think strategically.
J.Shane Allen, Chris Kletke and
Ryan Summers are promoting the
local band Vincent Vegas for their
"capstone" as business majors. As
part of their project, they help the
band by promoting them through
word of mouth and local news-
papers and by creating a website.
Promoting the band presents real
VIF(R (U~TUM (UMFUT(R~
/"
Custom built computers for less than off the
shelf prices. More pow~more speed,
& local service. Try1[isand see!
208-830-1399
WWW.VIPERTEK.NET
Rush Service Available
1/'
problems that 'occur in the mar-
keting field that require the stu-
dents to draw on their class activi-
ties to help tackle the issues.,
Rather than regurgitating in-
formation from a_textbook, stu-
dents use strategic thinking ac-
tivities performed in the class-
room throughout the semester to
help them prepare for whatever
obstacles they may encounter.
The idea for promoting the
band came about when the
group's initial project fell through.
Summers, whose major influence
the bands original work as well as
their ability to cover a variety of
other artists' songs.
Krueger encourages people
of. all backgrounds and majors
to look into the course and wel-
comes "all intruders."
If you want to see the band in
action, they are playing at Tom
Grainey's on New Year's Eve.
Also keep your eyes peeled for a
Vincent Vegas website that should
be up and running sooI,l.
•
Krueger is an essential ingre-
dient to the course's success.
Krueger strives to "keep the class
Boise State prides itself on ed- as ill-structured as possible" in an
ucating its students for the real - effor.t to force s~udents to "devis~
world. This semester. under the and Impose their own structure.
supervision of Professor Norris He refers to the business course as
Krueger a group of business ma- Real World 101because the course
jors saw first hand how the skills projects have real consequences
they are developing are applica- for real people. The aims of this
ble to today's world. course include "cultivating and
BY MICHRELR G. HERLIHY
C.ultura Wrltar
I
Get Involvedl Applications ale now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Chair '
2. ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3. BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee . .
5. BSUNon-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6. BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee "
,'; . . BSU Parking Citations App,eal Committfe . ..
Jl. . ,BSU qmpus 10 ~dviscjry Committee'... '. '
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CHECK OUT THE
Scholarships Hall of
Fame and free legal opin-
ion on www.whipcash.
com
FOUND!!!
German Shepard Puppy
Found on Juanita St.
Must Identify
Call: 208-343-2213
FREE Blonde Lab. Buddy
loves attention, kids, food,
and outdoors. Interested?
Call 658-1573
Free Sharpei to good
home. Loves kids, house
trained. Paid $400. Call
Kirk at 409-573 I.
1967 Ford Pickup
Runs Great! Many new
parts. $IOOO/obo. Call
Patrick@841-8034
1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bd/
I ba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1979 CHEVY LUV $800
Call 672-1998
1986 Toytota Pick-up,
108k miles. $900/obo.
Call 371-1324, please
leave a message.
1999 SATURN SL2 4DR
$2200 Call 703-6237 or
466-8140
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail 52250. sacrifice
5450. Call 888-1464
90' TOYOTA TERCEL
Excellent condo 142k.
Asking 51200 Call Au-
brccJeff 286-7358 or Au-
brcc at 841-6706
BIOL 205, An Intro To
Microbiology Textbook
(Sth edition). Bookstore
price 5 I00 used, I'll sell
for 555'obo. 331-8482
Brand New Entertainment
Center. Fits 32" tv. Two
couches must sell also!
Contact 866-3070.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
5850, sacrifice 5249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Intro to Spectroscopy, 3rd
edition; Pavia. CHEM
440, $75. Call 424-8728
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
taiL52950, sacrifice 5895.
Call 888-1464.
Kenmore Gas Dryer,
exIra large capacity, runs
great $150 703-6237 or
466~8140
Photogs! Pro Grade
Calion A-I Ellsy to Use
35mm Auto c..xposure
AE camera w!Canon
Power Winder A. Canon
FD 28mm fl :2.8, 50mm
fl: 1.8 and 100-200mm
fI :5.6lcnscs. Canon nash
and shoulder case. All
Canon lells caps, filters
on each lens, polarizer,
manuals. ALL ABSO-
LUTELY MINT! 5345.
375-1911
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
STUDDED Snow Tires:
4 I 85/60R14 M+S on
4-hole aluminum wheels,
great studs/tread $100
Call 343-4626
3bnn/2ba log home gas
heat+wood stove, off
N36th/must see. No fresh-
men please, Non-smoking
females only. $795/1110.
lease till Jun I. 208-322-
7979.
4BD/2BA house in Co-
lumbia Village. All ap-
pliances, Inc' d yard, pets
neg. $895 867-0274
Be the 1st to live at Mal-
lard Court. Studios, I, 2
bdrms, lofts. Include WD,
covered pkng, clean burn-
ing natural gas I'Unlaces &
hot water heaters. Close to
BSU-starting at $515 Call
386-9318 or 761-9696
Affordable
Downtown
Uvlng
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
• Hh"'U(fJr.'
-. LJiNt'llY(lI'rtlu!mm JJ1n('o
• }-/·Ilour fitness mom
• Business Cl'Nlcr
• S«I/n·J AI'I'l',1Y
Classic N. End 'Duplex
Ibd+bonus rm ncar Co-
op, very clean. Avail. Jan.
I. 5500 Call 602-2539 or
345-3683
Duplex for Rent! Ihd.
Iba. N. end location. Off-
street parking. S-l25mo
+5425 deposit. (, mo.
lease. Call484-5711.
Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600
F -Roommate \\'anted to
share NEnd home, $450/
mo. Includes all util, own
living area/bath. 514-
8664
F Roommate wanted.
Walk to BSU! $295-315/
mo. includes utilities. Call
219-0301
I DIDN'T LIKE THE
WAY HE WAS LOOKING
AT ME.
Huge 3bdrm Duplex,
w/lg backyard, 3m in. to
BSU. WD. $300 p/nn or
$750 p/mos. All uti!. pd.
Call 484-2156
M. Roommate Wanted.
BSU Village Apartments.
$300 util, included. Call
631·9901.
The .Qyads.oll
tile Park .
Affordable
" Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Bring in ad & receive $100
off Ist month rent
Includes all utilities, cable!
computer lab.Open 7 days
a week
336·8787
Room for rent in W Boise
$375/mo. inc!. util + Dep.
Large 2 story 4BD Home
across from park in quiet
neighborhood. Cable TV/
Internet. 284-8179
Roomate for Ig 4bd/2ba
N End house avail 12/11
5400/mo+util and $400
dep. Call (20i;) 794-9468
or (805) 441-8560
BE A BARTENDER,
No experience neces-
sary, hands on training in
Boise. must be III yrs or
older, make 51DO-ISOper
shift, job placement/get
certified, Call 333-tips
(8477)
BroncoJobs
1:(,If1jj','iJ%'k'9&hii
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
carcer.boiscstate.cdu
Diligent student needed
to collect campus data.
approx. 1Ohrs wk with end
HE WAS THE ONLY
STOCK ANALYST WHO
HAD A "BUY" RECOM-
MENDATION ON OUR
COMPANY.
I'LL RECOMMEND
YOUR STOCK TO THE g
PUBLIC, BUT FIRST. 1
I NEED SOME CONFLICTS
OF INTEREST TO !"'lAKE ~
IT WORTHWHILE. ~
FOR EXAMPLE, I'LL
NEED TO GET YOUR'
INVESTMENT BANK-
ING BUSINESS.
DO YOLi OWN STOCK
IN THE COMPANY
YOU RECOMMENOtD?
E
I-_TV__ S_T_O_C_K_A_N_A_L_Y_S_T_--i~
II
NO. I USED MY
BLACK BERRY TO DUMP
MY SHARES AS SOON
ASTHE'( SPIKED FROi"·,
MY f1"ECOMMENDATlON.
of January deadline. Good
pay and byline credit of-
fered. Send inquiry to
abramchristopher@
yahoo.corn
Excellent Income! Na-
tional Capital Funding
Group. Now hiring court-
house researchers. Will
train to work from home
on your computer. No ex-
perience necessary. Call
1-800-440-7234.
Looking for caring, re-
sponsible person to watch
one year old in my
Eagle home. Mornings.
20hrs. a week. $6.00/hr.
Send resume to mark-
nani@earthlink.net
. EARN UP TO
$2500
IN 2 MONTHS'
We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
·Paid training
• Casual environment
• Flexible schedule
$7to$12perhr
Please cali for
more information
658·4888
Teach English in Tai-
wan! Single girls/couples
needed. 18k, RT air-
fare, free rent. darin_
alison@hotmail. com
TEACHERS NEEDED!
Infant to preschool aged
children. Must work man,
tues, thur 9-12. More hrs
avail if needed. Must be
enthusiastic! Call 342-
1259
FUN WORK
Flex around classes
or over winter break
1-5 WEEK PROGRAM
$12.50 BASE-APPT
SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
CUSTOMER SALES-SERVICE
START AFTER FINALS
.~i\'
f:~;l;'~~"~~~HB92~., Conditions apply• . All ages 18+
Good IlIck Oil fillals!
I THINK
WE'RE A
"HOLD-
NOW.
)
WHERE WILL
WE FIND
ANOTHER ONE
WITH 50
MUCH CON-
FLICT OF
INTEREST??!
Arbltlr clllllf'l.d .dU.rtlllmlntl Ir. trll to
Itudlnta. Clllllf'I.d .da II'" b. pl.e. thrll 111'''1:
1.lil: el.lIll'I.dl •• rblt.ronlln •.eo.
phon.: 3ljS~8eOlj M100
or Itop bllth. orne•• t ISOSUnlu.rllW Drlu.
(Ieroll trom the SUB).
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Trunk tire
6 Pique
9 Informal
vocabulary
14 Resides
15 _ for profit
16 Less common
17 Leavening agent
18 Joint ventures
20 Of a certain
speech sound
22 Performer's
engagements
23 Elfin beings
26 Long periods
28 Spoke
pompously
29 Mystery pointer
31 Trevino of golf
32 Marrow container
33 Smoky deposits
34 Meese and
McBain
35 Get a business
going
39 Naval noncom
42 Small roads
43 _mater
47 Crescent
48 Mr. Bunny
49 Consented
51 Seesaw
53 Water passage
54 Cicatrix
55 Large indefinite
number
58 Iberia or Florida,
e.g.
60 Pentateuch
64 So long, Solange
65 Segment of a
journey
66 MacDonald's
refrain
67 Has on
68 The in Spanish
69 Soup scooper
e 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rightsmserved.
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Solutions
a I;J
9 B'way theater
sign
10 "Key_"
11 News story
12 Whinnied
13 Sorghum and
millet
19 Hercule Poirot,
e.g.
21 Was in front
23 Weep audibly
24 PGA member
25 Dashed
27 Cozumel cash
29 Contends
successfully
30 Profit's
antonym
33 Warbled
36 Hamburg's river
37 Zodiac sign
38 Persecution
delusion
39 Dupe
40 Happen earlier
than
41 South Pacific
area
3
S H
S 8
I;J I 1
i:l 3 i:l
DOWN
1 Slighily shifty
2 Chart shape
3 Ms. Gardner
4 Breathers
5 Heir's inheritance
6 Andes people
7 Cheer
8 Volcano near
Messina
8 N I;J
44 Ring of
flowers
45 Encountered
46 Want
49 Wolfed down
50 Fairy-tale girl
52 Attempter
53 Doe wooers
56 Comic Martin
57 Appeal
59 Greek letters
61 Primary color
62 Be ill
63 Soil turner
.:
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Work is
interfering with your playtime
now, much to your disgust.
The good news is that you'll
end up with a much nicer play
space. Don't complain.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jun. 19)
Today is a 7 - You're the team
leader. so let the others know
what to do to help. They're
eager to get started, once
you point them in the right
direction.
Today's Birthday (Dec. 13).
Money's coming your way
this year, but not from work
you've done. It's more likely
from following through on
promises you've already
.made. And, of course,
promises others made to you.
Aqimrius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - UnfoJ1lmately, .
obligations again raise their
ugly heads. Don't be afraid,
there's nothing in that stack of
stuff you hav.en't seen before.
It's just more of the same old
same.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 7 - Somebody in an
important position is watching
what you're doing. You're
gaining insight, perspective
and quite likely a good deal
of status.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 c This is a
good time for making
commitments, especially
romantic ones. A person who
already knows your secrets
and doesn't care is your best
bet.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - More practical
matters demand your
attention, unfortunately.
Cleaning the house and your
refrigerator immediately pops
to mind.
Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - An outing
seems like a good idea, if just
for a little while. Set work
aside for long enough to listen
to a friend.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - New confidence
is naturally making you more
attractive to a whole new
crowd. These people don't
like you for your stories,
they like you for who you are
(as your best friends always
have).
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - There's more to
getting rich than simply doing
the work. You've also got
to figure out when and how
to spend the money. That's
today's assignment.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - You're the kind
of person who seems to learn
best th~ough experience. Be
prepared to do that now, as the
opportunity will arise.
(e) 2(m:IRIBUNE MEDIASERVKT:S INC,
Distribwed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Conditions are
getting a little bit easier, as
you get more support from
one who can take over part of
your load. Go ahead and give
it up.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Money is not
the most important thing
in your life, but it's nice to
have some around. Today
and tomoIT9w look good for
collecting on debts that are
owed to you ..
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BY DRN MCNEESE
Culture Writer
guitar and his brother Vinnie Paul
Abbott on drums.
Witnesses said a man wear-
ing a hockey jersey and hooded
sweatshirt opened fire on the
band as they were going into their
first song of the night. About 250
people were in attendance and
Columbus police are asking for
anyone who may have home vid-
eo of the shooting.
The gunman who was identi-
fied as Nathan Gale of nearby
Marysville, OHwas also killed by
police fire after being held down
by a nightclub bouncer.
Fans mourned the deaths by
placing flowers and miscella-
neous debris along the perimeter
ofAlrosa Villa, the nightclub were
the shootings took place.
"Dimebag Darrel" Abbott, a
founding member of the heavy
metal group Pantera, was shot
to death along with three others
Wednesday night at a Columbus,
Ohio metal show. .
Abbott, lead guitarist of
Damageplan, was slain as the
concert got underway when a
concertgoer opened fire at the
band.
According to reports, four were
killed and two others injured in-
cluding a bouncer who pulled the
gunman off the guitarist.
The hard-hitting Damageplan
was an Elektra Records side proj-
ect of Panter a featuring Abbott on
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Clarke's first novel
a strange brew
'BY ROGER W. VENRBLE
Culture Writer
Susanna Clarke's first novel.
"Jonathan Strange &Mr. Norrell,"
mixes genres to create a curi-
ous book. She tells the fantastic
story of the resurgence of magi-
cians in early nineteenth cen-
tury England, the historic liter-
ary tale of England's battles with
Napoleon, and parodies nine-
teenth century novels with her
writing style.
This melange results in an en-
tertaining novel that will turn off
fans of each of the genres it com-
bines. Fantasy lovers will find the
book boring. History lovers will
find the book ridiculous. Literary
fiction lovers will claim the book
lacks depth (stylistically, how-
ever, the writing itself deserves
recognition) .
The story begins InYork,where
a society of magicians decides to
resurrect .practical magic. Few
magicians use magic anymore,
they merely study it as a scholarly
pursuit. They challenge one of
the last practical magicians, Mr.
Norrell, to prove his powers.
Mr. Norrell obliges by mak-
ing the statues In YorkCathedral
speak and sing. The magicians
proceed to introduce Mr. Norrell
into London society to prove to
everyone that practical magic
still exists.
Mr. Norrell keeps himself iso-
lated from people. He reads books
rather than interacting with peo-
ple. He was the kind of man who
"knew there were such things as
jokes in the world, or
people would not write
about them in books,
but who had never ac-
tually been. introduced
to a joke or shaken its
hand."
Mr. Norrell is a po-
lar opposite of the os-
tentatious members of
English high society.
His efforts to deal with
their currying every-
. one's favor, feigning
stations above where
they belong, speaking
constantly in euphe-
mism the books satiri-
cal moments.
The old magician
does not want, howev-
er, to use his magic to
climb the ranks of so-
ciety, but rather to aid
in the military 'efforts
against France. Mr.
Norrell wants to resur-
rect practical magic to
aid in matters of English
national interest.-
Hesoon meets ayoung
magician, Jonathan
Strange, who he takes on as an
apprentice. Strange's personality
contrasts Mr. Norrell's in nearly
every way. Where Mr. Norrell
proclaims to despise his magi-
cal gifts, Jonathan Strange enjoys
his. Strange grows increasingly
ambitions, and starts to use mag-
ic more recklessly. .
Footnotes add fictional facts to
many pages ofthe novel. Some of
the footnotes take up more than
A look back at the year's
best from female rockers
space of Loretta Lynn and Elvis
Costello lies Brit songstress Holly
Golightly. Yes, that is her real
name. And yes, this is one beau-
tiful album. On thing you can't
say about "Slowly But Surely"
is that it lacks cohesiveness. At
times, it moves like a languid
waltz for the ears. But don't let
the pace lull you. Using Eastern
influences, '50s and '60s retro ef-
fects and jaunty country splash-
es, Golightly weaves "Slowly But
Surely" into' a smooth, sensuous
and timeless, if not throwback,
fabric of poignant, slow-burning
tunes.
• -P,J. Harvey, "Uh Huh Her"
(Is1and/Interscope): Few artists
convey visceral energy through
music better than P,J. Harvey.
Amid her predatory rhythms
and searing licks, however, is a
thoughtful acoustic side, which
she flushes out on her Grammy-
nominated Best Alternative
Music Album. "Uh Huh Her." It
possesses a sparse air and mini-
malist essence, unlike the pol-
ished feel of her popular previ-
ous release, 2000's "Stories From
the City, Stories From the Sea."
While some music observers feel
the new album signals a softer
side of Harvev. "Uh Huh Her"
album still bears her solid sig-
nature punch, especially on the
thumping "The Life and Death
of Mr. Badmouth" and rapid-fire
"Who the F-ck?."On more acous-
tic-driven numbers, the record
assumes an earthier, more folk-
inspired air.
-L.P.. "Suburban Sprawl and
Alcohol" (Light Switch): Watch
out, Avril Lavigne: There's a new
We're a not-for-profitthat organizationthat gal with loads of rock grit on
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BY CHUCK MYERS
Knight Ridder/Tribune News sarurca
In 2004, Alicia opened up her
diary. Norah felt at home with her
follow-up to her hit debut album
of two years ago. And Gwen took
a break from No Doubt for some
"Love,Angel, Music, Baby,'
Ashlee Simpson's llp-synching
meltdown on "Saturday Night
Live" aside, women artists have
enjoyed a strong year, produc-
ing a bumper crop of worthy lis-
tening material. But while Alicia
Keys, Norah Jones, Avril Lavigne,
Alanis Morrisette and Gwen
Stefani earned significant media
.attention for their respective re-
leases, they hardly represent the
complete spectrum of rock and
pop music created by female art-
ists.
Several noteworthy efforts by
women over the past 12 months
came from artists that orbit be-
yond the mainstream music gal-
axy. Call them alternative, off-
beat or unconventional, these
women know how to lay down
distinctive musical flavor.
Here's a brief overview of some
of the solid contributions made
hy off-the-dial raging rockers
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and pop sirens this year.
-Melissa Auf Der Maur, "Auf
Der Maur" (Capitol): Like your
music hard and with an edge?
Look no further than Canadian-
born Melissa Auf Der Maur. If
this debut solo album bears a
sonic punch at times reminis-
cent of the Smashing Pumpkins,
it's no coincidence. She was the
group's last bassist, and enjoyed
creative assistance on the album
from erstwhile Pumpkins guitar-
ist James Iha. AufDer Maur's lyr-
ics often drip with not so subtle
.sexual innuendo that rides thun-
derous rhythms, particularly on
"Real a Lie" and the unbridled
"Skin Receiver." She provides one
final tasty note on a hidden track
_ an alternative version of one of
the album's songs in French. Bon
appetit.
-Ani DiFranco, "Educated
Guess" (Righteous Babe):
Arguably one of the most in-
dependent artists (and spir-
its) going, Ani DiFranco seeks
out a core essence with a more
stripped down approach on
"Educated Guess." With her gui-
tar and eight-track taping sys-
tem, DiFranco had all the tools
she needed to create this album,
half the page they appear on.
Clarke uses her footnotes as one
method of parodying nineteenth
century novels.
Much of the fun of the novel
occurs in its satire and parody. It
will appeal most to people with
knowledge of nineteenth century
English society and literature.
Ultimately, however, the plot
may not satisfy these fans. Fans
of the fantasy genre likewise may
not enjoy the nineteenth centu-
ry pacing of Clarke's novel, and
the sophistication of her writing
style.
Fans of storytelling-willing
to embrace all genres and ap-
preciate the various tools an au-
thor may employ to craft a nov-
el-however, will find "Jonathan
Strange and Mister Norrell" an
innovative and entertaining sto-
ry.
which picked up a Grammy nom-
ination for Best Contemporary
Folk Album. She delivers her
usual deep, thoughtful music,
blending folk, pop and jazz ele-
ments into elegant compositions.
Even on a harsh number, such
as "Animal," in which she takes
critical aim at American culture
with deliberate purpose, she ex-
hibits a gentle touch, allowing
her lyrics to carry her message in
its strongest term.
-Holly Golightly, "Slowly But
Surely" (Damaged Goods):
Somewhere between the sonic
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Crone's Cupboard
'lor a[{ tJiinos sacred ~ wise'
CLOSED DUE To FIRE
WILL REOPEN IN 2005
-
For updates call 208-333-0831 or visit
us on line at www.crones-cupboard.com
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